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1 Introduction

The work reported in this paper is the result  of a collaboration between researchers at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory and Steve  Charles, MD, a vitreo-retinal  surgeon. The Robot Assisted MicroSurgery  (RAMS)
telerobotic  workstation developed at JPL [9] is a prototype of a system that will be completely under
the manual control of a surgeon. The systcm, shown on Figure 1, has a slave robot, that will hold surgical
instruments. The slave robot motions replicate in six degrees of freedom those of the surgeon’s hand measured

Figure 1: R.4MS  telerobot  system.

using a master input device with a surgical instrument, shaped handle. The surgeon commands motions for
the instrument by moving the handle in the desired trajectories. The trajectories are measured, filtered, and
scaled down then used to drive the slave robot,.

We present the details of this telcrobotic  system by first giving an overview of the subsystems ancl  their
interacticms  in the following section then present dct ails in subsequent subsections divided according to
subsystem. This paper concludes wit h a description of a recent clemonstration  of a simulat cd microsurgery
procedure performed at JPL.
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2 System description

Figure 2 shows an overview of’ the hardware components of the RAMS telerobotic  system.
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Figure 2: RAMS slave robot system.

Components of the RAMS system have been categorized into four subsystems. They arc the mechanical
subs ystern, the electronics subsystem, the servo-control subsystem and the high-level software subs yst em.
The mechanical subsystem consists of a master input device and a slave robot arm with associated motors,
encoders, gears, cables, pulleys ancl linkages that cause the tip oft he robot to move under computer control
and to measure the surgeon’s hancl motions precisely. The electronics subsystem consists of the motor ampli-
fiers, a safety electronics circuit and relays within the amplifier box shown on Figure 2. These elements of the
subsystcm ensure that a number of error conditions are handled .gracefhlly. The servo-control subsystem is
implement ed in hardware and software. The relevant hardware parts of the subsystem are the servo-control
boards and the computational processor boards. Servo-control software functions include setting-up the
control parameters and running the servo-loop on the servo-cent rol board to control the six motors, imple-
menting the communication between the computation and servo-control boards?  initializing the servo-control
system and communicating with the electronics subsystem and communicant ing with t,he high-level software
subsystem. The high-level software subsystem interfaces with a user, cont,rols initialization of the system
software and hardware, implements a number of demonstration modes of robot cent rol and computes both
the forward and inverse kinematics. A drawing of the interaction between the subs yst cxns oft he RAMS slave
robot, is shown on Figure 3.

2.1 Mechanical subsystem

The RAMS slave manipulator is a six degrees-of-freedom tendon-driven robotic arm designed to be compact
yet exhibit very precise 10 micron relative positioning capability as well as maintain a very high work volume,
Physically, the arm measures 2.5 cm. in diameter ancl is 25.0 cm. long from its base to tip. It is mountecl to
a cylindrical base housing which measures 12 cm. in diameter by 18 cm long that contains all of the drives
that actuate the arm. A photograph of the arm appears on Figure 4. The joints of the arm are a torso
joint rotating about an axis aligned with the base axis and positioned at the point the arm emerges from its
base, a shoulder joint rotating about two axes that are in the same plane and perpendicular to the preceding
links, an elbow joint that also rot,atcs  about two axes that are in the same plane and perpendicular to the
preceding links, ancl a wrist with pitch, yaw and roll joints.
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Figure 3: %b-systems of the RAivIS  te]erobot  systcm.

Figure 4: RAIMS  slave robot.

The master device, cinematically similar to the slave robot, also has six tendon driven joints. It, is 2,5
cm. in diameter and 25 cm. long. Its base houses high-resolution optical encoders requiring a larger volume
- a box of size 10.8 cm by 18.4 cm by 23.5 cm. Gear transformation ratios in the master arm are reduced to
allow backdrivability.  A photograph of the master input device is shown on Figure 5.

The slave wrist design (based on the kinematics of the Rosheim  OMNI-WRIST [8]) utilizes a dual universal
joint to give a t,hree  degrees-of-freeclom, singularity free, mechanically decoupled joint that operates in a full
hemisphere of motion (up to 90 degrees in any direction). The master wrist design uses a universal joint to
transmit rotation motion through the joint wh~le  allowing pitch and yaw motions about the joint resulting
in singularity free motion over a smaller range of motion in three dcgrccs-of-freedorn.  The fourth and fift h
axes of the master and slave robots arc unique joints that rotate iibout 2 axes and allow passage of cables
to pass through the joint for actuating the succeeding joints withcmrt  affecting their cable lengths. The sixth
axes are torso joints which simply rot ates the manipulators relative to their base housing, For t hc slave robot
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Figure 5: RAMS Master input device.

the torso range of motion is 330 degrees while on the master it is 30 degrees.

2.2 Electronics subsystem

The RAMS electronics subsystem design includes off the shelf and custom designed electronics. Figure 6
shows a layout of its general components.

Figure 6: Electronics components and cabling.

Components of the electronics subsystem are a VM13 chassis, an amplifier chassis and safety  electronics.
The }’ME  chassis houses the VME backplane and two Motorola MVMB167  computer boards used for high
level system control. The VhlE chassis also contains the PMAC servo control carcls and six supporting
interface modules, power supplies (+/- 15v) and a cable interface board. The VME chassis front panel
contains main power control (AC) for the system. The rear panel provides access to the cent rol computers
serial communications port (RS-232). All components above are off the shelf items except  the cable interface
boarcl.
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2.3 Servo-control subsystem

The RAMS servo-control system is implemented on processor boards and servo-control boards installed in a
VME chassis. Two Motorola MVME-167  boards, named ProcO and F’rocl, are installed on the VME chassis
and run under the VxWorks  operating system, Prod)  performs kinematic, communication and high-level
control functions. These functions are described in the High Level Software Archit ecturc Section. Calls
to subroutines that read and set joint angle positions of the robot  arc made from the high-level real-time
software on Prod?. These routines, through shared memory irnplcmcnted  between ProcO  and Procl, provide
setpoints  and read current joint angles of the robot. Prod, in turn, passes the setpoints  for controlling the
robot to the servo control board and retrieves the joint angles measured by the servo-control board. The
servo Ievcl  control system uses the PMAC-VME board by Delta Tau.

Communication between ProcO, Procl  and the PMAC-VME boards is through shared memory. The
PMAC  board has a large variety of features for motor control, with a customer base largely from industrial
installations. The key features used for control of the RAMS robot include:

2.4 High-level software subsystem

There arc a number of components to the high-level software for the RAMS slave robot. A drawing of
the parts of the software in shown on Figure 7. Embedded in the computational blocks of t,he real-time
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Figure 7: Parts of the high-level software.

control software are the kinematic control algorithms. They are based on algorithms developed at .JPL
[6],[7] for the unique geometry of the robot. The demonstration of different control modes of the robot was
implemented using a software development tool for real-time s ystcms called Cent rol %ell  [3], [4]. Handling
of operator commands in the real-time software, transitions between states of control; changes in data flow
due to transitions of states in the software and the algorithms executed within computation blocks. The user
specifies the control modes of the system through a graphic user interface (GUI) implemented with Tcl/Tk
[2]. Commands entered into the GUI are transmitted over an Ethernet connection and are rcccived  on the
real-time software side of the system. The message passing between the 2 parts of the software system uses
NDDS  [5]. A producer  part creates the messages and broadcasts them from the GUI part of the system and
a consumer part receives the messages and processes them.

3 Simulated Surgery

In September of 1996, a demonstration of a simulated eye microsurgery procedure was successfully conducted
using the RAMS t elerobotic  systcrn.  The procedure demonstrated was the removal of a microscopic 0.015
inch diameter particle from a simulated eyeball.

Features added to the RAMS system to enable successful performance of the eye surgery demonstration
were foot switch operated indexed motion, a surgical instrument mounted on the slave robot tip and a
pivoting shared control algorithm to automatically compensate for pitch and yaw orientation of the surgical
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instrument while the operator cent rols the x-, y-, z- and roll motions of t hc instrument. Figure 8 shows the
RAMS system as seen performing the simulated eye microsurgery procedure.

Figure 8: Performing the eyc surgery demonstration.

In the next year, the RAMS systcm  will be upgraded to implement force feedback to the master arm
from force sensors mounted on the slave robot. II] addition, experiments will be conducted to characterize
the performance of the system as compared to direct manual manipulation in sirnulaticms of microsurgical
tasks.
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